
any nation. It’s not Britain, it’s not any nation: It’s bankers. Therefore, what we have before us, is a threat of a general
breakdown crisis of the world system, and the possibility ofIt’s the international financier-oligarchy, which is typified

in our memory by the Venetian slime-mold. And that’s the a great victory—or a long Dark Age.
And the United States is the place, we’ve got to stand up,enemy. What does the enemy want to do? The enemy has

said it to my face, has made threats to me, directly, personal so the rest of the nations can group themselves for a common
effort to make this work. And we depend especially on thosethreats—to me, on this issue.

What’s the issue? “We, now, have giant financial entities, forces in Europe, which have a certain understanding, a lim-
ited understanding perhaps, but an understanding of what thewhich are bigger and more powerful than governments. No

longer are we going to submit”—speaking for the bankers— United States is. And understand who we really are: We’re
not George Bush, we’re not Dick Cheney. We’re not Wall“no longer are we going to submit, to the government by

government! We are the government! In many cases, govern- Street. We are a long tradition, going all the way back to Solon
of Athens. We’re that tradition, as expressed in the Unitedments will cease to exist. In other cases, we will keep govern-

ments—as our lackeys!” States, and the same thing that Europe has been struggling
for, in all its best efforts.And our job is, to overthrow the power of that financial

octopus, that financial succubus. So, here it is: The Tennis Court Oath-type situation, but
more important than the Tennis Court Oath. The fate of hu-How can we do it? Well, they are bankrupt. Every major

banking system in the world, in Europe in particular, and the manity hangs on what we’re going to do. Can we do it? I don’t
know. But there’s nothing else worth trying.Americas, is hopelessly bankrupt. There is not a truly solvent

bank in the United States, or in Europe: They’re all bankrupt, Thank you.
if the right accountant came in to check the premises. In some
cases, you don’t even need to check the premises. Every
bank—JP Morgan, of the Morgan interests, is bankrupt. Ev- Documentation
ery other major bank in the United States involved in hedge
funds, is bankrupt. Every leading bank in Europe, is more or
less bankrupt. The financial system is bankrupt! We’re talking Pelosi: ‘A New Era ofabout hundreds of trillions of dollars, of fraudulent money,
out there, in the form of financial derivatives obligations. American Innovation’
The world could never pay that debt! The financial system
is bankrupt!

House Minority Leader NancyAnd if we resist this, and put them into bankruptcy, we
have a chance. One chance. The question is, will the United Pelosi (D-Calif.) gave this pol-

icy speech on Dec. 2 at Har-States, the government of the United States, which has a Con-
stitutional system, which set up the Bretton Woods system— vard University, on “A New

Era of American Innovationcan we again, be willing to go to the mat, and impose some-
thing like the Bretton Woods system, again, on the planet? and Competition.” The event

was sponsored by the John F.And use such a system to generate the credit which is required,
by states, for the large-scale projects which this space orienta- Kennedy School of Govern-

ment’s Institute of Politics Fo-tion, and development of humanity requires.
We’re at that point. So, this is like the Tennis Court Oath. rum. Subheads have been

added by EIR.The Tennis Court resolution was the intention to carry what
the United States had accomplished in establishing its repub-

Two weeks ago in Washing-lic, into Europe. The point was, that if France would—even
with the conditions that had been placed upon it, under British ton, on behalf of the Demo-

EIRNS/Stuart Lewis

Rep. Nancy Pelosi

crats in the House of Representatives, I unveiled an Innova-influence in 1782-1789—if France were to free itself from
Jacques Necker, and Philippe Égalité, and so forth: Under tion Agenda, a Commitment to Competitiveness to Keep

America Number One.those conditions, that France would actually be the signal, the
leader for spreading the same thing as the American Revolu- It is indeed appropriate to talk about innovation here to-

day, because Massachusetts has always been the source of sotion, in the form of a constitutional monarchy in that case, in
France, and in Europe. It didn’t happen; it went the other way. much independent thinking and innovation.

All Americans are inheritors of a tradition of innovation.The British prevented it.
But, that’s what we have to do today. We have to go back The United States owes its very existence to entrepreneurial

ideas. Our Founders had confidence that they were part ofto that intention. We have the opportunity, because the crisis
is so great. The enemy does not have any of the solutions he’s change in the world, and they had great faith in the future.

That confidence and their faith in the future are reflectedhad available, in terms of financial power in past periods.
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on the Great Seal of the United States, where they included larly in science and technology. We have fewer students
studying math and science, and fewer qualified teachers ofthese words in Latin: “novus ordo seclorum”—“A new order

for the centuries.” math and science than we need.
We will graduate 70,000 engineers this year. India willImagine their vision. In establishing that new order, our

founders broadened our horizons, expanded our country, and graduate 350,000 engineers, while China will graduate
600,000.imagined a better world. They also recognized that it is the

responsibility of each generation to make America a better They are making a commitment to long-term research and
development. We are allowing that commitment to falter. Ourplace for the next—for our posterity.

It was in that tradition, and with the same confidence, federal support of basic research peaked in 1987, and has been
flat or falling ever since.imagination, and faith in the future, that the President for

whom this great institution is named challenged our nation to They are utilizing cutting-edge technologies to propel
themselves forward. South Korea is an incubator for newset our sights even higher than before.
innovation and leads the world in broadband penetration. We
now rank 16th in the world in broadband penetration.The Vision of Kennedy’s Space Effort

As President Kennedy said in committing our nation to Even if the United States were following our blueprint for
success, we would still face these challenges from abroad.send a man to the Moon, “The vows of this nation can only

be fulfilled if we are first, and therefore, we intend to be first. But we aren’t, and that only compounds the problem.
Democrats believe that together, America can do better.Our leadership in science and in industry, our hopes for peace

and security, our obligations to our selves as well as others, That is why, over the past several months, we sought out the
best possible thinking on how to secure America’s place asall require us to make this effort.”

In answering President Kennedy’s call to leadership in the world leader in innovation.
We went outside of Washington, and met with leadersscience and industry, America built the world’s most vibrant

economy and became the world leader in scientific discovery and CEOs from many fields: academia, venture capital, and
entrepreneurs from the high-tech, biotech, and telecommuni-and innovation.

World economic and innovative leadership have continu- cations sectors who are creating the jobs of tomorrow.
We held forums with these leaders here in Boston, as wellally been defined by American genius. Every advance once

thought impossible has been achieved by Americans: splitting as other forums in Silicon Valley, Seattle, Chicago, Northern
New Jersey, North Carolina’s Research Triangle, and we willthe atom, landing a man on the moon, mapping the human

genome, and transmitting information around the globe in hold more.
In each of these forums, my colleagues and I were invigor-an instant.

Each of these discoveries and inventions launched new ated by the freshness of the participants’ thinking, and the
depth of their commitment to the future. They took prideindustries, created good jobs, and triggered even further inno-

vation. in the amazing history, power, and creativity of America’s
economic model, and the inventiveness of the private sector.We promoted an entrepreneurial culture, creating the

most powerful public private partnership in the history of the Many credited much of their success to public investment
in education, infrastructure, university research, and institu-world by investing in long-term, high risk ideas.

All of these factors made America the breeding ground for tions like the National Institutes of Health, the National Sci-
ence Foundation, and DARPA. But they warned that the com-the innovations and inventions that increased our prosperity,

enhanced our lives, and protected and advanced our freedoms. mitment of the public sector has not kept pace with America’s
challenges in the global economy.

That is why Democrats have challenged Congress andUnprecedented Challenges
That dynamic and virtuous cycle of innovation is what the country to renew our commitment to the public-private

partnerships that will secure America’s continued leadershipsecured our status as world leader, and that status has re-
mained unchallenged—until now. in innovation, and unleash the next generation of discovery,

invention, and growth.Today, the world has changed dramatically—in ways that
pose unprecedented challenges to our economic well-being. In addition to laying down the challenge, we also laid out

a series of specific goals, proposals, and timelines that, takenThe underdeveloped countries of yesterday can become the
formidable competitors of tomorrow—or even today. together, chart a clear path to a new era of American leader-

ship and prosperity.Those countries are following what has been the United
States’ blueprint for decades, and which resulted in our pre-
eminence. Five Areas of Intervention

Our agenda is divided into five broad categories.As others have copied our blueprint, we have departed
from it. They are investing heavily in improving their educa- First, we recognize that in a globalized, knowledge-based

economy, America’s greatest resource for innovation andtional systems, and creating world-class universities, particu-
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economic growth resides within America’s classrooms. tion of an idea to a small business, and then ultimately to an
entrepreneurial success, has been the spark for the technologi-To create a new generation of innovators, our agenda calls

for a qualified teacher in every math and science K-12 class- cal revolution in our country and will be the key to continued
job growth in the future.room and we issue a “call to action” to engineers and scientists

to join the ranks of America’s teachers. Therefore, our agenda calls for affordable health insur-
ance, small business financial support and technical assis-We will add 100,000 new scientists, mathematicians, and

engineers to America’s workforce in the next four years by tance, and reduced regulation.
Essential to our pre-eminence is the protection of intellec-providing scholarships, other financial assistance, and private

sector opportunities to college students to achieve this goal. tual property. Our agenda commits to protecting the intellec-
tual property of American innovators worldwide.Second, we recognize that independent scientific research

provides the foundation for innovation and future technolog- These commitments, taken together, represent a Demo-
cratic decision in favor of the future.ies. Our agenda will double federal funding for basic research

and development in the physical sciences, and promote the
public-private partnerships that will translate new ideas into Can We Afford It?

There will be those who say that we can’t afford to makemarketable technologies.
For example, grants from the National Science Founda- these investments—in education, in research, in broadband,

in energy independence, and in small business success. Dem-tion have funded breakthroughs in everything from the In-
ternet, to fiber optics, to nanotechnology. We commit to dou- ocrats believe we can’t afford not to make them. We have

no choice.bling this investment.
In addition, we pledge to modernize and make permanent These are critical priorities for our nation. We intend to

submit them to the rigors of pay-as-you-go budgeting, so theythe R&D tax credit. These investments will allow us to pursue
the long-term, trailblazing research that gives rise to new will not add to the deficit, but instead will grow our economy.

We know that America’s world leadership will be securedadvances, spawns new industries, and creates good jobs.
Third, we recognize that the nationwide deployment of by those who operate on the frontier of knowledge discovery.

From the beginning of our nation, that frontier has been ag-high speed, always-on broadband and Internet and mobile
communications will fuel the development of millions of new gressively expanded by America’s young people, who are not

wedded to old ways of thinking, or daunted by the encum-jobs in the United States.
Our agenda guarantees that every American will have brances of the past or present.

For example, when I suggested to Google co-founderaffordable access to broadband within five years.
Universal broadband will propel advanced Internet appli- Larry Page that one of our goals in this agenda was going

to be universal broadband in ten years, he said, “Ten? Whycations, such as distance learning, health IT, video-on-
demand, and Voice over IP. Universal broadband—whether not two?”
it’s delivered by Wi-Fi or WiMAX, or hard line—will put
all Americans, no matter where they live, no more than a We Admire Youth’s ‘Disruptive Thinking’

You’ll see that our agenda sets within five years as thatkeystroke or a mouse click away from the jobs and opportu-
nity broadband both creates and supports. goal. But the energy, imagination, and I say with admiration,

disruptive thinking of America’s young people is propellingAs one young technology leader told us in our meeting—
“If you think you’ve seen what broadband can do, you ain’t us into the future.

To the young people here today: “Know Your Power.”seen nothing yet.”
Fourth, we recognize that only innovation and technology Women have always been a part of pushing that frontier,

but their creative disruption has been more obvious in recentcan lead America to energy independence. We should be
spending America’s energy dollars in the Midwest, not the decades. Yesterday marks the 50th anniversary of Rosa Parks

refusing to be refused. Because of her act of courage, Dr.Middle East.
It is vital to both our economic future and our national Martin Luther King Jr. began the Montgomery Bus Boycott,

and unleashed the civil rights movement full force in oursecurity that we develop clean, sustainable energy alterna-
tives, such as bio-based fuels, as well as new engine techno- country.

Rosa Parks changed the face of America. To the younglogies for flex-fuel, hybrid, and bio-diesel cars and trucks. To
accelerate this work, we propose a new initiative within the women here today, I say “Know Your Power.”

A magnificent disrupter himself, Reverend Martin LutherDepartment of Energy, that develops high-risk, high-reward,
revolutionary energy technologies. King, in a speech entitled “The Birth of a New Age,” reminded

us that, “Through our scientific means we have made of theOur goal is energy independence, and we intend to
achieve it within ten years. world a neighborhood and now the challenge confronts us

through our moral and spiritual means to make of it a broth-Fifth, Democrats recognize the need to create a competi-
tive small business environment for innovation. The evolu- erhood.”
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The challenge we face at the beginning of the 21st Century of the world. A partnership of businesses, universities, and
government that worked hand in hand to create the greatestis to unite technology with our humanity—to ensure that our

newest technologies advance our most cherished values. advancements in science, health, technology, and American
prosperity in our history.Moving America forward, and bringing America to-

gether—those are the two great challenges of our time—of But America’s leadership is being challenged today like
never before. China, India, Korea, and others are rapidly in-your generation.

Our innovation agenda is part of our vision for a stronger vesting in education, research, science, and technology, be-
cause they recognize that their economic success dependsAmerica. It is aimed at our common future. It is a Democratic

commitment to America. And it is an agenda that reflects our upon it. They have made innovation their priority.
Korea—with one-sixth the population—graduates al-most basic conviction that working together, for the common

good, there is no challenge too great for the American people. most the same number of engineers as the United States.
China graduates almost four times as many. The United StatesBecause of the spirit, optimism, and ingenuity, of the

American people, Democrats believe that together, America ranks 16th in the penetration of broadband Internet technol-
ogy. American 12th graders in international comparisonscan do better.

This is our promise to the future. score at the bottom in math and science.
As a result, America has no choice. America must main-Again as President Kennedy said, “Yet the vows of this

nation can only be fulfilled if we in this nation are first, and tain its world leadership in innovation. If we do, we can con-
tinue to make enormous strides in health care, education, en-therefore, we intend to be first.”
ergy independence, and breakthrough technologies. But this
will only happen if we are committed to leading. This is why
we have laid down this challenge to the Congress and the
President to make innovation, science, and technology onceMiller: Retaining U.S. again America’s top priority for economic growth and job cre-
ation.Leadership in Innovation

Democrats in Congress believe that, working together,
America can do better. We propose an “Innovation Agenda:

Rep. George Miller (D-Calif.) A Commitment to Competitiveness To Keep America #1.”
To retain its global innovation leadership, America must:delivered the Democratic re-

sponse to President Bush’s graduate 100,000 new scientists, engineers, and mathemati-
cians in the next four years; double funding for overall basicweekly radio address on Dec.

3, 2005: research and development; make the miracle of broadband
Internet technology affordable and accessible to all Ameri-

I would like to talk to you to- cans within five years; achieve real energy independence
within ten years; and support entrepreneurial small busi-day about the urgent need for

America to retain its world nesses.
Our agenda will require the spirit and dedication to beingleadership in innovative ideas

and new technologies that will number one that led to previous innovations, such as splitting
the atom, the space program, the development of the Internet,fuel our economy and create

good jobs here at home. and the human genome project. Good old American ingenuity
can never die—we all know that. But it must be unleashedYou know, it’s not easy be-

www.house.gov

Rep. George Miller

ing number one—at anything. It takes a sustained commit- again.
Democrats believe that only by making a renewed andment, resources, and talent. It also takes leadership. More than

40 years ago, President John F. Kennedy said America would sustained commitment to innovation will our nation be able to
maintain its global economic leadership, protect our nationalbe number one, when he committed our nation to be first in

sending a man to the Moon. security, and enjoy prosperity at home with good American
jobs.At that time, he said, “The vows of this nation can only

be fulfilled if we are first, and therefore, we intend to be first.” A commitment to innovation should not be a partisan
issue, but the President and the Republican Congress are fail-He went on to say that, “our leadership in science and in

industry, our hopes for peace and security, our obligations to ing to lead. And our competitors are gaining. That is why
Democrats have laid down this challenge and look forward toour selves as well as others, all require us to make this effort.”

President Kennedy knew it was about more than putting working together to make America stronger. We hope that
you will join us.a man on the Moon. It was about leadership and the vision to

invest in the best of America. As a result, America created You can learn more about our innovation agenda on the
web at: HouseDemocrats.gov.the most powerful public/private partnership in the history
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